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Extra-terrestrial Intelligence – Introduction 
 
As we explore the different ways that that intelligence is expressed based on the 
genetic template of each species of being, we’re going to build a compendium of 
thought which helps us to understand that not only are there vast minds in the 
universe, but that the extra-terrestrials in some places are not so different to humans 
and in others completely foreign so much so that you will feel as if you are listening 
to another language. The rapid translation of extra-terrestrial intelligence, the 
languages into text type, words, at times will be a little cumbersome. Bear with the 
expression of the words as best you can because this language is not common 
tongue. 
 
The communication from each group will come from an entity within that clan or 
species or community that is articulate enough in languages that it can make the 
information intelligible. This would indicate that the speakers we engage in extra-
terrestrial intelligence are educated in so far as they know of a broader reality than 
their own. As mentioned, the intelligences in some part will be relatively similar to 
humans who also think they are alone in the universe, for the most part. 
 
These extra-terrestrial intelligences, when they speak, if they are able to, they will 
bring their presence with them so that as you read or hear the words you are able to 
feel with the knowingness the distinct understanding of who they are. They cannot 
do that without your help and all they request is an open mind and an open heart. 
Some of these entities will already be on the earth and engaged with its activities. 
Others will be nowhere near it and most likely unaware of it. 
 
The definition of the term extra-terrestrial intelligence is relevant. Extra-terrestrial 
means any entity that is not of earth, humans. Intelligence means that they are 
entities with intelligence, they are not species or beings that are off the earth plane 
but hold very little intelligence. Intelligence by definition means to have intellect, 
knowledge, wisdom, experience and understanding. If we take this as our definition, 
then the entities coming forth to speak and to be part of the extra-terrestrial 
intelligence, are indeed intelligent. This will filter out numerous other extra-terrestrials 
that would clutter the words and narrow our great understanding that this information 
will bring of great races of extra-terrestrials, and a few in between. 
 
So, without further ado, let’s go meet our first ambassador for extra-terrestrial 
intelligence. 
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Extra-terrestrial Intelligence – Pleiadians 
 
We are the Pleiadians and we communicate with you easily. Many of us are already 
on the earth. When we are on the earth, we retain an etheric form. Some of us have 
chosen to integrate more closely with earth people and when we do this, we become 
very recognisable to them. Some of them call us their guides but mostly are very 
clear that we are Pleiadians and we have come to assist. Our way of assisting is to 
make clear conscious choices towards benevolence and kindness to all species. 
Those that we meet in person will often see us clearly in their minds eye, and less 
clearly but obviously in the peripheral. When they see us in their minds eye we are 
grouped together. They will see a bunch of us because this is how we travel in that 
bunch when it is observed.  
 
We have already earmarked the time at which we will communicate with different 
people on your earth planet and they are known to us from birth. The moment when 
we appear to them, we first meet them in their dreams, and some will think of us as 
angels in that space. Soon after as they learn to feel the great love that we have for 
humanity and this builds a sense of trust with us in their dreams, we will start to 
reveal that we are extra-terrestrial. When the entity is exposed to that in their 
dreams, sometimes they are shocked and retreat. Not because we are affronting in 
image, but because their mind is not ready to accept extra-terrestrial intelligence. We 
are patient because we have closely chosen these people. 
 
Gradually they will start to appreciate our presence because in conjunction with 
meeting them in their dreams, they will start to get a sense that we are around, even 
if they do not know that we are something. What they will feel is this great peace and 
love around them. They may start to call us guides at that point because of this 
feeling. Gradually as the individual opens their mind a little more, we will be able to 
reveal ourselves to them and they will meet in their dreams one of us who will start to 
communicate softly and gently in peaceful words of harmony and love, and subtle 
suggestions as to how we can work with them to help the planet. 
 
Once this has happened and the entity is accepting of it, we will stay with them for 
the rest of their life. They have free will of course to ask us to leave, which we can 
do, but because we have earmarked them specifically, and literally earmarked, we 
have made a careful selection. In part because those entities, we have observed our 
presence with them in the future and they are accepting of our ideas and the way 
that it supports humanity and the planet. The human will feel more love and more 
peace as a result of being in close communication with us. They may go on to tell 
others about us or they may keep the presence of our intelligence carefully with them 
so that they can communicate more clearly directly with us. This is designed 
because each entity that communicates with the human has a specific role. Some 
are speakers and some are inventors, and some are peacemakers, so depending on 
which one of us starts to build the communication, it will be clear to the human 
individual how we then work with them. 
 
The reason we know who these human people are - the earmarking - is because 
there is something distinguishable in their genetics that is very similar to ours, so in a 
way, we are choosing our brothers and sisters to come and support us in supporting 
the earth and its inhabitants. We bring only peace and love and harmony and all 
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whose lives we touch radiate this in increments, depending on how quickly they 
allow it to integrate. We are loved by all. We do not fight, we stand for peace and 
because of our etheric nature and the harmonic tones of our thoughts like a sweet 
sound in the universe, we are rarely targeted. And if we are, we have taught 
ourselves to disappear. This is our only defence and it has worked very well for us 
for a very long time. 
 
We are common to your people because we love you. We have an affinity with the 
water on your planet because the entities that reside there have more of our DNA in 
them - the dolphins and the humanoid creatures that still live under the sea. We 
perform similar tasks, as such is described, on other places. There are many of us 
like emissaries scattered around the solar system and the galaxy. This is enough for 
now. Because you have read this, even though we may not have earmarked you 
specifically to work with us or for us to work with you, you may invite us into your 
dream space one night and you will perceive who we are. This is your invitation and 
all it takes is your acceptance of what you have read that will bring us to you. 
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Extra-terrestrial intelligence - Elven Kind 
 
Sometimes we are termed elves or Elven kind. We are a race of beings that have 
lived on the earth for millions of years. The term Elven kind is the descendants of the 
original race of beings that came to the earth and inhabited this planet long before it 
was known to be earth. We have a long history with the earth as you term it, and our 
love for the planet is one of the reasons why we remain here and are so prevalent in 
the consciousness of all the inhabitants that are on the earth. Our presence of 
course is represented in many folklore, science fiction, fantasy novels and films, and 
it would lead you to ask perhaps - who is seeding that consciousness and how is it 
that we are so familiar to you?  
 
We have been here a long time. We are in some way your predecessors and also 
you will in some way become like us - for some of you - because you hold more of 
the DNA of us within you: those little pointy ears here and there, a tell-tale sign. But 
more of us is what we know. We have a very, very, astute mind and the astuteness 
of this mind is that it holds long memories. We have such memory that we don’t 
forget anything. Our lives are very long and as we pass from life to life our memories 
are passed to our kin so the knowledge of who we are is retained always and forever 
through our entire species. In this way we know everything about you including your 
shortcomings, your evolution through time, who came and who went, and for many 
of us we have the gift of foresight or the tools to offer us foresight, so we see indeed 
where you are going. 
 
We are beautiful in form, like you only more exquisite as you have seen represented 
in countless films. Are we exactly as they show us to be? Very close, perhaps the 
skin is a little more translucent and the body a bit more elongated in limbs and 
fingers than it is shown in your film sets - but of course they used a human and just 
created that into an Elven kind. The beauty of our race is - one of our endearing 
features to ourselves because we created it as such - we embody in a physical body 
the closest to the etheric that we could possibly form. We took the life beauty of light 
waves and long thought and clear eyes, and we made it into a beautiful form which is 
why we move with such grace and agility and speed because we move more like life. 
Our minds are all connected when we choose. We are taught to surrender our 
thoughts and also to control our thoughts and, in this way, it means that all is known 
between us. But we still have the individual intact, and that is where we learn to 
control our thoughts. 
 
We can share everything. We have a certain hierarchy based on the memory of what 
it was like when there was no hierarchy. We elected to create councils, leaders of 
sorts, to assist with the ongoing management and social structure of our race across 
many locations, remembering everything that went on before that when there was 
not this structure. That means therefore we fear none of the structure because we 
have the same memories of what it was before. We know therefore having higher 
council to guide and to assist and to make decisions that assist all of us and our 
interactions with the other entities on the earth and beyond, is key. But the beauty of 
it, in difference to how it is your structures and your systems of hierarchy and 
leadership go, is that we trust our leaders. We trust them implicitly because they are 
one with us. That graceful presence that we hold, that beautiful radiating love, links 
each of us to each other including those leaders. 
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We do not have religion or religious leaders as you hold in your reality because there 
is no need to teach us of religion for our ways are in alignment with the nature of all 
things, the nature of God and the natural laws of reality. We work in harmony with 
the planet, not against it, and therefore it respects us and supports us in return. We 
give to it energetically as much as we receive from it. It is through our collective 
energy that many spaces on your planet continue to thrive with abundant life and 
beauty. Your pictures in the films tell true tales of green glens and forests tucked 
away, and waterfalls. This is of course where we live because it is where we give our 
energy to the earth and all those pockets of life, and the reason you don’t see us is 
of course because we slip through veils of reality unseen by humans – ever. And if 
you did see us you wouldn’t recognise us anyway. 
 
Will there be a time when we reveal to you who we are? Much will change before 
then. And what is more likely is that those of you who hold more DNA, more markers 
that are akin to us, will start to build your own connections and will visit us in mind 
rather than in form. You will see us in your dreams and your visions, and you will 
know you are traversing reality with us more than the probability that you will bump 
into us in a physical sense because we are only physical to ourselves and less to 
you. Remember the description - when we are portrayed in film, they have to use a 
human to play our part. But we are more light than that and so beautiful that of 
course you would love to see us which is why we will visit in your dreams and you 
will recognise our kind through the eyes, through the shape of the ears and that 
translucent beauty.  
 
Because we have lived here for so long, we know that we will live here longer and 
we need not for your approval or disapproval, recognition or ignorance. We will 
always be here because this is our home. And you thought it was your planet. We 
seeded the planet from a far, far, place and that place is no longer there so this is 
where we live for our forever tucked in those hills and mountains and beautiful 
valleys behind the waterfalls. And realms of majestic beauty that you see a facade of 
when you walk past those places where nature sings to your heart and you feel like 
the elves are there just beyond. You can communicate with us in those places where 
you feel like we are there. You can sit and communicate with us and we will share 
pictures, but we won’t help you per se. 
 
We are here and we will make sure our planet survives, and it does. So, we fight for 
ourselves not for you. We watch and observe you and love you of course because it 
is not in our nature to be anything other than that, but we don’t really care for you. 
This is consistent with your films as well. Those of you that write about us - we have 
seeded that thought into your consciousness so that you may always know that there 
are beautiful beings just like you but a little bit different, and that there is DNA in 
many of you just like us, mixed in amongst your human self. If you want to, you can 
turn on more of that DNA, you can turn that on inside of you and things will change 
for you. Your sight will change, your hearing will change, the length of your fingers 
will change – slightly - and you will feel lighter. You won’t be exactly like us, but 
things will change for you and this is possible if you wish. 
 
We are very beautiful, and we understand things that are beyond much of your 
comprehension, things about life and nature and the connectivity of nature and how 
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the energy of nature can be utilised and returned, not just consumed. And how that 
constant giving back brings only more. Of our secrets there are very many; the 
secrets of long, long, life and memories; the secrets of utilising energy for creations. 
Remember that one of the things we learn is to control our mind, so the secrets 
remain with us despite the greatest minds used to communicate and find wisdom 
from our beings. We will only share as much as we choose to share, and the secrets 
remain ours. 
 
Because you are your own race, your own species, you will have your own ways of 
becoming who you are and being greater than who you are, and if we shared our 
secrets with you it would mar that journey. You wouldn’t gain from it because the 
secrets are ours, uniquely written into the DNA of our species that we carried with us 
when we first came here. We are very beautiful. You will not see us walking down 
the street. Sometimes you will see some humans that have the markings of our DNA 
and at best in that moment you could open the doorway for them to contemplate the 
beauty of the Elven kingdom and the magic that lays in those realms. And we may 
visit them in their dreams and their life will be much richer for that experience 
because they will know that they are not as indifferent to life as the majority of 
humanity pertains to be.  
 
This would be one of our greatest gifts that will come forward through your 
awakening - the connectivity we understand in all life as we place our hand 
anywhere on the earth. We feel it like a heartbeat and can feel every creature as if it 
is communicating to us, which it is. And how all life connects, every part of life 
connects, including ourselves so we are one with life. This is what you will learn 
through your awakening - a little piece of us in you. And now we disappear back into 
the hillside. Remember the stories and that we laid that down into the Tolkien and 
into the other writers so that we may be known, and you can now recognise that 
there is more truth in those words than ever before. 
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Extra-terrestrial Intelligence - The Fifth Dimension 
 

Because there is so much accumulated thought around the fifth dimension, in a way 
you continue to push this further away from you. The fifth dimension was never 
outside of yourself, it was always inside of you, and within five bodies is the fifth 
dimension. We will pin point for you where it is in your body as you understand your 
physicality and then we will talk about how this is the fifth dimension. From your 
throat comes the fifth dimension. You understand this is a powerful energy centre 
representative of truth, and the reason there is an understanding that you are moving 
towards the fifth dimension or indeed in the fifth dimension in some entities’ realities 
currently present on the earth, is because you are in and or approaching an era of 
great truth. 
 
The embodiment of truth means that the individual - one singular entity - has within it 
everything that it requires to be in the fifth dimension already. And in fact, it is 
already in the fifth dimension. As you open up to this truth you will feel the shift in the 
bodily tone and a greater lightness move through your form as if layers are lifting off 
you. What those layers represent are the multitudes of lifetimes, years, and 
experiences where you were not living as your truth, in your truth, of your truth. The 
consequences of those multitude of lifetimes have been of course that your reflected 
reality also does not live in a state of truth. 
 
In this moment we make no excuses around – Oh, it’s just a polarised reality, and 
that is why it is that way. You can have a polarised reality in a state of truth. So, your 
fifth dimension will be polarised within a state of truth and the truth that you hold in 
your fifth dimension has more to do with yourself as an individual than the collective. 
As stated, you are already in the fifth dimension. What will be released is the veil - 
let’s call this the thick atmosphere - of illusion that keeps the truth away from you. 
The more that you aspire for truth, the more this veil - thick atmosphere - will 
separate and reveal to you that fifth dimension you are already in. 
 
When you find yourself in this fifth dimension and you know that you are there, the 
seamless shift of the reality around you will be because all that has changed is your 
perspective not the actual reality. The fifth dimension is already in place and you are 
already experiencing it. There will be times where you may feel or understand that 
your current reality is in some way split - like one minute you are in a reality and the 
next you are in a very different reality. This is you slipping in and out of dimensions, 
both of which are reality. There are no pearly gates that you go through to let you 
know you are in the fifth dimension because you are already there. And if you are 
already there, which you are, you can’t reflect on when you get there. For this period 
of transition all that you will know is at times you feel in a different reality. Perhaps a 
sense of greater harmony or connectivity, different people in your life. 
 
For many of you, you are already in the 5th dimension – only. And those that choose 
to walk with awareness like a staircase between dimensions – 3rd, 4th, 5th - carry with 
them the wisdom of the 5th dimension into the 3rd. So, as they move around solidly 
in the 3rd dimension with many, many, others, they are stimulating the memory to 
those others in the 3rd dimension as to where they have met before. Which of course 
is alive and well in the 5th dimension, it is not a past, present reality of memory. It is a 
dimensional memory, “Don’t I know you from somewhere?” “Indeed, you do.” 
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Those that have the cognisant awareness of their staircase between dimensions do 
so effortlessly and are purposely on this plane at this time to remind their brothers 
and sisters of where they are. In terms of the whole planet, you are all on the fifth 
dimensional earth reality right now, so what you leave behind is your perspective of 
the reality as you know it to be. Those that are fighting for the truth in this current 
third dimensional reality - if you listen to what they’re saying, on repeat, it is the 
words truth and reveal and full disclosure. Any entity hearing this, being exposed to 
this - truth, reveal, full disclosure, will be a trigger to activate their fifth dimensional 
self so that it becomes the primary perceived reality. 
 
The reason that so many are seeking the fifth dimension - if that is the right term - 
looking up towards, is because one of the greatest barriers to reaching the fifth 
dimension is to presume it is outside of you. And when the greater truth is known, 
entities will feel and know that the fifth dimension was always inside of self and they 
will become of that dimension. This is one of the reasons to bring greater truth into 
spiritual teachings at this pivotal time. No longer can you seek your reality outside of 
yourself. This is a classic lesson – 101. This means then that many can be aware 
that they are already in the fifth dimension just by acknowledging that within them 
self, and to cease seeking the approval and the recognition of that in the world 
around them. The master will change the earth from desert to bloom - is the classic 
understanding of how the fifth dimension really works. The master never saw the 
desert, all they saw was the bloom. It’s only you who saw the desert because you 
didn’t know you were in the fifth dimension and the bloom was always there. 
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Extra-terrestrial Intelligence - I Am 
 

Beyond the human, beyond the identity of the human, beyond the image and beyond 
the ego there sits presence that understands itself and that is the great I Am. The 
difference between extra-terrestrial intelligence and human consciousness is for the 
most part we do not have to defend the I Am. We don’t question who we are, we just 
are. If you look at anything in nature it doesn’t question if it’s a tree, an ant, or a 
butterfly, it just is that. We don’t look to any other to be greater than what we are 
because we know that within us everything is in place to be everything that we are. 
We are unique in the universe. 
 
Our observation of you has gone on for a very long time and we watch as you 
struggle against yourself. If only you could see what it is that we can see that 
struggle would be much less. We see the beauty in you, the radiance of your truth 
and we watch as within that you fight like a screaming banshee at times, cutting 
away at everything that you try to be. When if you could only see the truth that lies 
within you, you would know there is nothing to cut away. It has perplexed us as to 
how to teach you to release the hold that you have on everything that you are not. At 
times we have called it an ego, an altered ego, and altered self, a fragment, an 
individual, an image, an entity, the personality, anything that we could use to release 
you from your inability to see who you are. 
 
The words, whichever one of those you have heard or identified with through the 
time of your awakening, are all the same. It is the difference between you and I. We 
are a race of extra-terrestrial beings that does not have what it is that you have. We 
don’t have the outer shell that keeps you from knowing yourself. We don’t have the 
outer shell that stops you from recognising the divine within. We find it at times 
incredibly frustrating to watch the way that you fight with yourself so much and push 
against the beauty that you are. And for this reason, we never created an outer shell 
for ourselves because we couldn’t see any way that it could be simplified so that that 
outer shell always recognised the truth of who it was, rather than what the shell 
presented. It seemed to us that it didn’t matter which shell you put on, you never 
really could find who you are. We have watched for a very long time. 
 
There was a time where some of us elected to move into the form that you hold to 
understand it better and we lost them as well. After that we elected never to do that 
again. We care deeply for you - the you that we see - and we seek to find our 
brothers and sisters that took on that shell to try and help understand how so many 
were lost inside of it. It’s as if nothing can reach you when you are in there - not who 
you are or who you were nor the memory of the great beings that you were part of. 
We can’t extract you from your shell any more than you can extract yourself because 
you are so busy defending it at every turn. At times our words threaten you and you 
put more defences up, because to you, you think you know who you are. You think 
that you know yourself inside and out. You think that everything you are is to be 
defended because if you didn’t defend that then in some way you would lose 
yourself. You are already lost because you have to defend something. 
 
When you loosen the hold on that shell, what happens is that as we observe it on 
your behalf, the so-called ego falls away and in our observation what that ego is, is 
your protective outer shell that houses the idea of what you are. If you feel at any 
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moment in any interaction or thought that in some way you are defending something 
about who you are - you are defending your opinion, you are defending your state of 
mind, you are defending your status - if you feel for one flicker of a moment you are 
defending something you have done or haven’t done, we see in observation the 
walls go up and the protective outer shell separating you from the truth of who you 
are. Without that protective outer shell, you can move anywhere, go anywhere, do 
anything, interact with anything because you are not defending who you are. You are 
not protecting yourself from anyone or anything, you are as fluid as all life. You are 
not fearful that somebody might cut you down. 
 
We can’t do this for you – ever. If we step in to assist you, you will feel threatened 
and attacked because you will feel that we are taking you away from yourself. You 
will feel that you are not who you are. We have tried and we know this is the 
reaction. Very few, in our observation, have broken through that shell but we are a 
race of beings that have a long, long history and a long, long life so we can be 
patient with you and loving, always. The interesting thing is you can’t defend the ego. 
We will paint a picture. 
 
There is a citadel and within that citadel are thousands of inhabitants. They have the 
costumes and the attire appropriate for that citadel whether they are military or 
common folk, rich, noble, leader, they are all there. Around the citadel is an 
enormous stonewall, as thick and as high that nothing can penetrate it and the 
inhabitants of the citadel can come and go. They always know the citadel is there 
keeping them safe, protecting them from outside forces and if there’s any cracks in 
the walls they build them up so nothing can get in. One day a race of great beings 
come down through the atmosphere, land in the centre of that citadel and look 
nothing like the people that are there. And they come to illuminate something in all 
those inhabitants that says - those walls that you have built, are the same walls on 
the inside of you. But the people can’t understand, “I don’t have walls on the inside of 
me.” Yes, you do. They can’t understand. So, the great beings that are there try 
another tack. 
 
They hold in their hand an orb of light, “You see this, this is what you are.” The 
people in the citadel look at this orb of light and wonder. They want to touch it, they 
want to hold it, but it’s always outside of themselves. “This is what you are.” But they 
can’t see that. So, the great beings in the citadel try another way. They create some 
focuses and disciplines that will release some of the binds of the citadel. All the 
people in that beautiful citadel learn great techniques, great disciplines that raise 
them up and they get very, very close but then they realise the walls of the citadel 
are there keeping them safe, so they never have to defend themselves again. They 
keep raising themselves up with these great disciplines and the walls of the citadel 
keep them safe while they learn more about who they are, the true essence. A great 
army of forces comes and attacks the citadel and because the inhabitants had not 
completed their processes, they donned their military outfits again and fought in 
combat. We knew then that they were still defending themselves. 
 
So, this little thing you call an ego will always keep you safe. Some of the people in 
the citadel kept the disciplines alive. They left the citadel after it fell - countless dead 
- and they went on to teach those disciplines. And here we are thousands of years 
later and these disciplines are being used in many places, practices and the 
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difference we see now is you are ready to stop defending yourself and to be the truth 
of who you are. 
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Extra-terrestrial Intelligence - The Great Lemurian Gods 
 

Great masked warriors that we are, the Lemurian gods are a race of beings that 
none would attempt to mess with, nor presume to have an affinity to them unless 
they did. These great beings hold a presence throughout Universe, hence let’s talk 
about Universe from the great Lemurian gods. Universe was first created as a 
housing place for our species to reside. To us Universe was our home. The way that 
we live in Universe is we are dotted in a very large span of space and we know 
everywhere that we are, we have with us a small group of like-minded Lemurians 
which we term our family. They are not our family per se of bloodlines, they are a 
group of beings that travels together in the same location in Universe. 
 
This means that everywhere we are - and there is evidence of our presence 
everywhere we are throughout Universe - that is our home. We understand that you 
hear of Lemurians and Lemuria, to us Lemurian is Universe. Now you start to 
understand who we are and how remarkable it is that Universe is Lemuria is our 
home. This means that just as you would live in a street with a group of people that 
you have as ‘family’ because they are like-minded to you - not genetic bloodline 
remember, they are your people that are around you in a street in a place - we are 
that throughout. You can find us everywhere and everywhere that we are we are the 
same great race of Lemurians which are extraordinary gods - amazing in our 
capacity to hold the presence of an ascended being. And you will find that 
everywhere we are we are known as the gods, the ascended beings, the ascended 
masters because that is who we are. 
 
We are your classic emissary/representation of God everywhere. Our form takes on 
the necessary form of the location, just as you would wear winter clothing if you lived 
on the Arctic, or a summer dress if you resided in the Pacific. And your skin would be 
different if you were in the Sahara to that if you lived in the Mongols – Mongolia. This 
is as we are in Universe, but we are the same species, entities. Species is not the 
correct term for Lemurians because we are a consciousness of gods far beyond the 
term species. You may hear stories about us but what you can know is that those 
stories are limited to the location of the area of where you hear the stories from. The 
stories of us in elsewhere lands, in far-flung locations of Universe would be specific 
to the land that we are in. So, you cannot typeface Lemurian into specifics of the 
location and think therefore you know what we are because we will be whatever is 
required for us to be at that point in that place as the ambassador of God. 
 
Nobody will know who we are because the meaning of who we are as it would be 
represented is frequency specific to where you are to who you are. This means that 
when you meet us in a far-flung galaxy where the vibrational frequency is very high, 
you will hear totally different stories of Lemurians that are there and have been there. 
You will hear about our miraculous creations, you will sit with us and we will point out 
the stars in the sky that we have manifest for other species to live fulfilling their life, 
you will see how we put together maps that show you where we’ve been in that 
location. We will show you how we slipped through a wormhole and appeared in a 
different dimension in the location of Universe. 
 
 
Our DNA is unique everywhere to our species and this DNA means that everywhere 
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we are, that one unique code marks us and holds us as Lemurian and nothing other. 
And that beautiful code sought after by many, the elusive nature of gods that are 
wise beyond wisdom you could comprehend, love that is the universe because that 
is our home. If Universe is our home, it would only be apt that we love it everywhere 
and we do everything in our power as God to protect life everywhere and to bring 
forth greater opportunity for life everywhere no matter what. 
 
We are the quintessential state of mind that is God as its representative everywhere. 
You will meet our brothers and sisters and you will see the divine light of God shining 
through to you because that is what we are everywhere. We are neither an ancient 
race nor a future race because where we are is everywhere. It means you can’t find 
us in yesterday or tomorrow or look for us. Remember that your stories of us, 
whether they present as ancient relics or future beings, will all be true to your 
location because that is the mind of God in action. We know and we love without 
qualification, question. We love everything about life and our mere presence will 
blossom the darkest corner just as God would understand this.  
 
If you hear of us, we are there. If you seek to find us, we are there. If you are graced 
by our presence perhaps it is clearly an indication that we know you from 
somewhere else and the ringing in your ears and the buzzing in the room is tuning 
you into that because we are there too. We are the faithful warriors of gods in form - 
to some - and to others we are great orbs of light protecting our home because we 
love it just as you love yours, and our home is everywhere. Welcome to the 
Lemurians, forever beings, everywhere. 
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Extra-terrestrial Intelligence – Anunnaki 
 
When we seeded the planet the first time, we knew that there would be a time when 
we came back to watch our creations in action and this time has come. We knew 
that as our planet moved into its twilight years we would have to revisit and 
reintegrate with the consciousness that we left behind. Because you can’t see us you 
don’t think that we are real here, but we are real. We are just here beside you, 
vibrating at a slightly different frequency to the one that you are in so that you don’t 
see us, but we are here. We don’t affect your life, but we are very close to it, 
especially now. 
 
Over the course of millions of years when we first seeded the planet, we have 
changed a lot and evolved just as you have - differently for us because we were 
different to you to start with. As we watch your transition, we are carefully observing 
the way that you will soon be able to seed your own planets. We know that in the 
future the careful observation of what we have done will be integrated into your 
knowledge banks. When you learn - which you will soon - your own ability to 
manipulate genetics and create new species and seed you planets with those 
species, when you soon learn how to do that, you’ll carry with you the mark of the 
memory of how it was that it was done to you, to create you. And because you will 
carry that mark with you, you can do better, and you will. 
 
We see on the other side of your changes the importance of the remembering of the 
journey you went through to bring yourself to this newly awakened state. Without that 
journey behind you - as we see on many other planets - you may have the tools to 
make some changes, but not the wisdom as to what those changes are and how 
they affect that species. Because you started from the bottom of the bucket - so we 
say - you have something unique to offer as these planets are seeded by your 
creations and your ideas of how life should be. You will go on soon enough to seed 
planets with great beings with creations and you will do that with full awareness of 
the multitudinous effects that that has on life because of the journey that you went 
through. 
 
You didn’t just learn how to break out of prison or recover from a disease or 
understand war or thrive in peace or starve, or be bountiful, gluttonous, or a warrior. 
You learnt how to do all of it so when you escape this beautiful education you bring 
all that wisdom with you. You can take the most peaceful planet and species that has 
resided in a state of harmony and creates with finesse, beautiful exquisite finery 
created but it will never know what you have been through and what wisdom you 
bring. So, when you go and create with finesse and finery, it comes with the humility 
of challenge and suffering and hardship and not the naivete of a life that has only 
known peace. You have been in the melting pot and we are right beside you right 
now, just a vibration away because what you carry inside of you is currently our 
DNA. 
 
As you approach your zenith hour and these great changes are complete, what we 
witness is a great race of beings that cannot repeat the mistakes - not that they were 
ever mistakes - cannot repeat anything that has been done so you will do greater 
than we have. You once were our slaves because we created you to be that, and 
now because we are already here, we see that what we created was a miracle. We 
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come not to take you down because we recognise that you are now powerful and 
sovereign in your own right. Were we to attempt that, you have more than enough 
skills to return the favour, so we leave you in peace to evolve as the harmonious 
future race that you are. One day you will meet us because you will vibrate as we do 
and we will be neither friend nor foe because we will have both transcended those 
humble beginnings hundreds and thousands of years ago, which is millions 
depending on how you interpret time. 
 
As we swing back into your orbit, some of us come with different agendas which we 
warn them against because we have already understood how much further 
advanced you are by the time we get there. Right now, you cannot see us, but we 
are already there enough to recognise that by the time we reach you physically, in 
our terms you will have far surpassed our ability to overcome you. This is our 
message. It is not that we ‘come in peace’, it is that we know when a battle should 
not be fought, unless it can be won, of which this cannot. So we leave you be, and 
we see how much like us you are and yet exceptionally different, and then we know 
that through every genetic manipulation and creation the free will of God will always 
surprise us. And we can neither control nor dictate the absolute nature of that 
creation once that God is known. 
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Extra-terrestrial Intelligence – Andromedans 
 
In terms of who we are, we once held great density in another place. Clunky might 
be a word you would put to our figure and in that place, we were masters of the land. 
We were strong and in command of that planet. Not because we were destroying it 
in any way but because it was our planet and we owned it. Our very dense clunky 
form stomped around on that planet as the true custodian owners, limited finesse 
compared to some of our compatriots in other galaxies. Nevertheless, we certainly 
had a very strong influence in our sector and the reason we had such a strong 
influence was in part because of our formidable form. Few would mess with us. We 
existed on that planet and still do - the Andromedins. That is our home where we are 
most at home in our form. 
 
It is difficult to destroy us because we are so solid in our material form. This is one of 
the reasons why few try to mess with us especially when we started to travel 
because of course our spacecraft is a reflection of our self and that spacecraft is also 
made of powerful formidable structure that is difficult to destroy. As our form is a 
reflection of our mind you can imagine that we are formidable in mind also. There are 
stories of Andromedin forces that were requested to be part of the many away teams 
that were put in place to assist in making sure that those lighter energies, our 
compatriots, would not come up against something they could not stand. You would 
send us in first. We retain this exceptional powerful force. You may have pictures in 
your mind of Mongol army warriors. In some way this is a reflection of the power and 
the unyielding strength of our armies, but we do not call them armies, they are 
merely a collection of us being what we are - strong, dense, formidable, because of 
the nature of our form. 
 
We do not need to defend ourselves because we have innate understanding that our 
form is nearly impossible to destroy. This makes us unique and we are not 
conquerors, we do not utilise this gift of our form to destroy others or to put upon any 
other race our force, we have no need to do that. We are powerful in our own right 
and peaceful in our existence. Because we do not need to defend ourselves through 
anything or anyone, we are the penultimate understanding of entities that reside in a 
state beyond duality - if you choose to use those terms, which we do not, but is fully 
represented in a form of power inside of us. Because we know we are nearly 
indestructible we can hold infinite love, compassion and understanding for others 
everywhere including those that choose to go to war and fight against lesser beings. 
This is primarily because we fear nothing. 
 
We have been misunderstood at times because when a craft comes and enters an 
atmosphere with such force and dense material it can cause a level of destruction in 
that place. This is not intentional, it is merely a product of our arrival, hence you 
would see great craters dotted around different planets where we have landed and 
affected the crust of that planet/moon, by our landing. The material structure of our 
craft is so dense that it is likely to shatter the crust of any planet/moon. As stated, the 
destruction is unintentional and because we know that our decision to land anywhere 
has greater purpose, we make little consideration for the effect it has on the plant, 
nature, life in that space. We have accurate mapping systems and for the most part 
attempt to land in places that are uninhabited and relatively sparse. 
There are some of us on your planet. To be there we have had to learn how to 
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integrate with your atmosphere and reinstate our form into something that is more 
conducive to being on a planet where forms are soft and squishy - your terms. Our 
reason to be on your planet is the same reason we would visit any place. We know 
that we are a formidable force and we have been asked to attend to some matters. 
Once we attend to those matters and known to be part of a planets change - whether 
we are physically present on that planet or suspended in the space around it - once 
we are there many will turn away - those who thought it was a place they could 
inhabit/conquer. This is why we are throughout the galaxies because once our 
presence is anywhere many will turn away. This does not mean we have not been in 
direct conflict with some who attempt to infiltrate us, knowing that they cannot affect 
the material form because of its almost unconquerable status. They work on your 
surreptitious ways to tease out issues that may exist in our social structures, just as 
they exist on many other planets where power is held as the primary force. 
 
We have been for the most part completely able to sustain a state of equilibrium in 
power so that none would feel - although powerful - lesser, which creates a society 
that does not have infighting. Nevertheless, those moments of conflict that have 
arisen throughout our long history have come about because as with most species 
there are some weaknesses and those weaknesses were played upon. Our way of 
dealing with those weaknesses in our species - because we know how powerful we 
are in form and how dangerous we are if we did not have the innate recognition of 
love within, when weaknesses arise - they are quickly eradicated. i.e. those people 
will be destroyed. We think nothing of this because we know that the power of our 
species is far too forceful and far too dangerous for any entity that is of our nature to 
be able to survive with any chance of being infiltrated, and those weaknesses are 
destroyed. In this way you may recognise that we are cognisant of our presence in 
the universe and the impact it has, and the capacity to love all life within such a 
powerful form knowing it has such an incredible force and makes us unique and 
quick to ensure that the genetic integrity of our species is always upheld. 
 
Our presence on earth is known for all the reasons you have been exposed to now. 
There are not a lot of us here. We do have a craft beyond the earth, and we can 
move between earth and that craft effortlessly. We are not on earth to make a big 
noise. It is unlikely you will meet, or see, or know of us on earth in any form, however 
it is our presence here on the planet and of the planet that is keeping many at bay 
because they know who we are. We would not come into combat on your planet 
because the destruction would be far too great. It is enough that we are there. 
Beyond the planet where our craft lie, we are keeping a clear radar which watches 
the intentions of passing craft of other species, and also puts out a beacon that the 
Andromedins are present and, your word would be - protecting this planet and its 
inhabitants and the space around it. 
 
Because we are nearly indestructible, we live a very long life and, in that life, we 
need very little ‘entertainment’. With density comes slow movement so we can be 
many, many - time is funny from another species - years in your time, ‘playing a 
simple game of cards’. We think nothing of this. Our presence in your atmosphere 
outside of your planet will be there for a long time and already has been which is why 
you have not been destroyed before now, despite the intention of some others and 
desires to either conquer or inhabit your planet knowing that you are a lesser species 
and that it would be easy to do so. 
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We are grateful for the gift of our form from our great creator because it is so unique 
as we have observed it to be throughout the universes to hold powerful form, 
formidable force, a heavy dense structure that is so strong it can house an entity as 
that which we are, without fear. And therefore, that entity that we are thrives in life 
and in sustaining life everywhere because of this divine nature of our form and the 
structures that we create as a result of this as a basis. We could create nothing other 
than materialled realities of our craft or a technology that would be any lesser than 
what it is we already are. We make no weaponry - we need not. It is enough to know 
that our presence is there which creates a shield of this same dense material that 
cannot be penetrated. You can know the earth is protected and always has been 
because we support life everywhere. This is the story of the Andromedins. We would 
be welcome at your table now that you know about us. 
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Extra-terrestrial Intelligence - The Nine Sisters 
 

As a constellation of stars just beyond your solar system, which you can perceive in 
your night sky if you wanted to look for us - note we are not the Pleiadians star 
system - we are although a cluster and there are nine stars and we are called The 
Sisters. We are the stars that seed for you lightness in your thinking, clarity in your 
mind, joy in your heart and magic in your voice. The ways that we relate with you are 
through your finer qualities, the emotional states where you recognise the lighter side 
of who you are - in your terms - when you resonate with a higher frequency. We are 
in some way connected with you. We have sisters on your planet in incarnated 
beings in a physical human body - they are our sisters. They walk with a lightness in 
their step and a twinkle in their eye. They wear your beautiful flowing dresses – 
mostly - and they will have long hair – mostly. And they will be very beautiful in your 
eyes, somewhat aloof though as if they know something beyond what they say. 
 
Many of your stories are based on our sisters - your priestesses, and the Avalons, 
and the mists, but we are far more exquisite than those words ever could make it 
into. This was merely histories way of recording something it could not understand 
and yet it had a feeling it was there. The Nine Sisters, this constellation, represents 
our beautiful species. Each one of the stars, the sisters in this constellation, is 
connected to the other and as bright as its other sister. We do not look exactly the 
same if you approach us, but our beauty will be profound when you reach each one 
of our stars. You will come across a planet with a consciousness and a beauty you 
could not imagine would ever be surpassed anywhere. 
 
The atmospheres are akin to your most wondrous sunsets, only we do not wait all 
day to catch those glorious colours in our light. We do not presume that the changing 
seasons you have would bring across a contrast, we merely accept the beauty that is 
there always. We do not wait for spring to bloom and snow to fall, it is there for us 
always. The most beautiful planets - each is different in our cluster of nine, only each 
one is the same in its beauty so you won’t know how that could be that you could be 
somewhere so beautiful. You could leap across that light field into our sister’s planet 
and it will be just as beautiful. You can’t decide which one is more beautiful because 
neither is more beautiful, it merely is beauty itself. If you lined up nine beautiful 
sisters in human form and you looked at them and one was brunette, one was 
blonde, one was raven haired, one had deep green eyes, one had ebony, you 
wouldn’t know which one to choose for its beauty because each one would have 
such innate beauty that your mind would quickly accept that these were the Nine 
Sisters holding life in its most exquisite nature. 
 
Through that beauty in form, the planets and the way then that that consciousness of 
the Nine Sisters imbues the form on other lands, in other realities, in other places, it 
is beauty that is so difficult to behold. It is hard to accept that such beauty can exist 
without it fighting with itself or comparing with another which is why we are the Nine 
Sisters. And why we are equally as beautiful with each other because we have learnt 
that in that divine mirror there is no comparison and no competition. So, when you  
behold our beauty you will just see beauty reflected back to you that needs nothing 
in return - neither your adoration, admiration, nor desire. It is so sovereign and 
intrinsic in its own beauty as if it is the sunset and the blossom and the perfume and 
the crystal and the warmth and cool and the azure blue sea, all woven into one just 
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for you to behold as you would a divine rose on a spring summer day. 
 
The Nine Sisters are known forever for the beauty that far outshines anything in the 
cosmos. And because of the nature of who we are, and because we are nine, none 
attempt to match or compete to be as we are because they are observing beauty for 
the sake of beauty - the pure representation of life in its most exquisite forms to give 
you glimpses of magnificence everywhere. When you meet us in our form on earth - 
the sisters - we are more than nine. There are many and we are humble in our 
beauty, humble in our origins on your planet, simple womenfolk, often healers, 
medicine women, women that thrive in nature and understand herbs, and how to 
tease life and beauty out of simple rocks and tinctures. We sing with melody and we 
often do not seek a mate. We do not age like you do so we often pass out of life on 
earth, not because we have died, but because it would look a little odd if we always 
remained in that beauty when others around us were withering. We will disappear in 
mysterious ways.  
 
We will be loved but not in the way that you would love a human. We are loved for 
the essence of what we are. That sheer presence of God that lies within us and our 
connection to our home planet are what you see. We dance and we sing. Rarely will 
you find us in cities where beauty is merely a showcase for the rich and famous, and 
those seeking the adulation and admiration of others, rarely will we appear there. We 
have at times passed through and those that have seen us quickly move to softer 
ground because of what we pass by them. We touch them with the beauty of nature, 
and suddenly they can see the concrete walls and feel the smog in the air and the 
illusion is too much, and quickly they will move to softer ground where nature 
befriends them again. This is the impact of our presence on your city folk should we 
choose to pass them by. 
 
The Nine Sisters … sometimes you may preserve the understanding of us if you be 
womenfolk and choose to dress in your finery and dance for the joy of being beautiful 
as God and not for the admiration or adulation of others. Merely for that free 
expression that holds you within and shines forth and states to yourself that beauty 
indeed is a glorious reflection of what is held within. And you need not have that 
reflection to see what is within, you can merely be what is within reflected out. And in 
that moment when you wear your flowing robes and your flowers in your hair and 
your perfume on your skin, and you dance in the moonlight or the stars and there is 
no one around but you, we will be watching and loving the true essence of God that 
shines within you. This is the story of the Nine Sisters and the cluster just up there in 
the sky. Behold God say I. 
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Extra-terrestrial Intelligence – Hathors 
 
When we came one of the things that we came with was an incredible sound, and 
that sound has been playing in the background of your planet as a low-level buzz in 
your time for a hundred years. The sound has been there because we have been 
working on making a shift in your vibrational receiving consciousness – humans - 
and this low-level sound, some of you hear the sound ringing in your ears, the sound 
in your ears. This low-level sound - our other friends do that also - the one we have 
been working with for the last hundred years plus or minus, is very, very, low-level 
and it’s been going on for a long time. 
 
The reason we have kept it low-level is because … it’s like a background noise that 
has been subtly affecting you for hundreds of years, but we haven’t been able to turn 
the volume up until you are ready. We have been working on you subtly through the 
sound waves that hit your brain, for a long time. Now you all understand the power of 
sound on the human brain and how those frequency waves affect the brain, and that 
then affects the consciousness. This is a very easy to understand concept. This low-
level sound that we have been working with, is now completely integrated into your 
consciousness so you won’t hear it anymore. You used to, and now you can’t hear it 
because it is just like background noise - white noise - it is just there. 
 
The power of this sound is that now when we introduce the next sound which is due 
to come, ever so immediately, that sound harmonises with the low-level sound that 
we placed in and under your radars. You haven’t filtered out that sound because it 
has just been in the background. This new sound that is going to come, you will hear 
it, but it will harmonise with the other sound that is sitting frequency in your brain. 
Now that it is harmonising with the other one, what happens is you go through an 
instantaneous metamorphosis because those two sounds harmonise you with a new 
frequency which is a new dimensional shift. You move yourselves into a new 
dimension when you get this sound and it comes in and harmonises and hits 
everybody.  
 
This state that you’re in, as much as you are exposed to the events of the time that 
you are in, please recognise that if you get over embroiled in those events, the 
timeline shift that is occurring will be suspended because you are caught up in the 
drama. You are actually enjoying the drama of the deep state, you are enjoying the 
drama of the changes in the political system, you are enjoying the drama of all the 
shifts that have to go on on the earth for it to evolve. But the more you get embroiled 
in that the slower the process because you are finding meaning in being caught up in 
all of that. 
 
This sound when it comes through, which it has already as it is spoken, it creates a 
harmonising field. The gap between the two sounds, the one we have already 
embedded and this new one, they vibrate sending messages between each other 
and they interrupt the entire level of consciousness that you have been playing in 
that has kept you away from your dimensional shift that is imminent. I think you will 
understand when you accumulate all the pieces of information. You will see how 
many different ways we have all been working to the same tune - the evolution of the 
earth. This way that we have introduced is subtle and it is harmonious. In the 
harmony it drives harmony, so you get to experience - as it already has happened - 
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yourselves in a harmonious state of awakening without moving through the chaos 
that is caught in the band between where our harmonious sound and our embedded 
sound lie. The gap between there is the lengthy communication of ongoing reveal 
and truth and taking down and building up. All of that, when we put this sound 
through, which we have and it has happened, disappears. 
 
The reason we did this on your behalf, and with your innate permission, is because 
we knew too much would be lost in 500 years, and we knew that too many of you 
would elect to depart the planet and not retain the essence of being an earthling and 
evolving that planet. You ran out of steam, you got past it, and so you created for 
yourselves - many of you - your own exit strategies - not death but ascension and 
moving on to other realities. So, we sped it up to bring harmony into your now so you 
can live in a harmonious state on your planet with harmony in your mind, with joy in 
your heart, love in your sphere, everything in place. You can actually live on this 
planet as it is, not in 500 years when it has new technologies and has been through 
its chaos phase. Not then, you get to live here now as you are. 
 
Remember we are one of many working to the same tune – many. And because 
there are so many of us working to the same tune, it is within you to know that 
everything is in place from all directions … through all variable methodologies … in 
place to create this change and to affix it to your reality without you turning back. 
Gone is the thought that it takes a long time to learn - you have run out of time to 
learn. Yet we know that you have a retrievable spirit and it is worthy of being 
preserved on this planet as this planet. What you do after that will be up to you in 
your evolved state. Whether you stay and be part of this shifted consciousness on 
the planet, or whether you go, it is up to you, but our message is very clear. Don’t get 
caught up in the drama. If you know it is happening, it has already happened. Do you 
understand? If you know it’s happening, it’s already happened. If you have been 
exposed to truth fields and the opening of the veils, and the truth around the 
government, business, society, religion, culture - if you have been exposed to truth in 
all of those fields, you don’t need to, nor have to, wait until it all collapses in order for 
it to rebuild. It takes too long. Your time is now. 
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Extra- terrestrial Intelligence – The Final Piece 
 
In terms of extra-terrestrial intelligence and the greatest potential, there is only one 
place to go now. This extraordinary group of entities that have been gracing our 
presence and will continue to do so for evermore, have been building bridges and 
pathways to ensure that their voice and their wisdom is clearly communicated and 
never misconstrued. They hold a greater vision for the whole than an individual 
would be able to hold because they have already been that individual. Their 
presence here is decided only upon the knowingness that you will meet them in 
absolute recognition in the future and you will know with complete undeniable 
factions that you have met them.  
 
They don’t speak their names because they are so known to you that when you meet 
them, the integration is so incredibly powerful that to speak their names now, it would 
dilute the power of that recognition in that moment. Any time that we name 
something we place parameter around it based on that name. Until the name is held 
from within the entity with its entirety, making resonating fields from within it that 
ensure that name cannot be misconstrued or made into a narrow perception, we are 
better without the name. The magnificence of this extra-terrestrial intelligence, this 
group of fine entities, comes because they do not choose to be named and because 
they do not choose to be named the only way that you will find them is through the 
true heart of yourself and that divine connection that will be built within. 
 
And how will you know that it is they? They have already determined that as an 
absolute and that there can be no single moment where you do not know who they 
are once that connection is established. The love that will bring such magic from 
them to you will start to download information that you have never experienced 
before. They have ways of working within your mind and opening up the doorways 
and the pathways to illuminate consciousness that you cannot currently perceive of. 
They are, as this is spoken, weaving into the neuronet to show you things that you 
don’t know that will open your mind to not just the concept of future technology, but 
the images of that which it is that you cannot see in any book or television program. 
They will open your minds to those images and show you the pictures of craft that 
they travelled on light years before this moment that these words are spoken. And 
that craft they show you will be far ahead of what your time is now, but they will still 
show that to you because they want you to know so much more than what you know 
right now. 
 
They want you to know everything that they know and because that connection is so 
strong and so beautifully interwoven, your resistance to what may seem to be mind 
override, will be null. This is not a mind override this is, “Let me show you what it is 
that I know and let me show you in pictures because I have no words for you, for 
your words cannot display what it is that I know, your words cannot provide the 
technology that will show you that which I am,” they say into your mind. So, they 
open inside of your mind areas that you cannot reach through any consciousness yet 
to be held because these areas don’t exist yet anywhere near where you are, but 
they do exist to them. And so what they do when they meet and integrate is take 
your mind to where theirs is and as they do that your mind breaks its boundaries. 
You will know not necessarily who they are, but you will know that it is them because 
the feeling that comes with the information, with the pictures, will nearly bring tears to 
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your eyes. It will be so overwhelmingly beautiful and truthful to you because that is 
how they are. 
 
Is this mind manipulation or is this expansion? Only you can decide that, but these 
entities want only to share and to show with complete clarity how far you go. With 
them you can travel everywhere. You can match to their consciousness just as 
described in the exercise to integrate with the great beings, and as you do that you 
will move through with true recognition and not perceived assumption that, “Maybe I 
have done this, or did I make it up?” True recognition that you have moved through a 
wormhole. You will know it with the defined nature that you are attached to their 
consciousness and they are taking you with them. As you move through that you will 
see how time and space both warp and the pictures in your mind will blow your mind 
because they will be so different and dimensionally accurate. This extra-terrestrial 
entity intelligence will ensure you have no doubt that something profoundly 
extraordinary has occurred and you did not need to die or ascend for this to occur. 
You merely needed to know how to build and accept and feel and know the nature of 
this connection. 
 
It is a simple connection once it is established because the pathway becomes clearly 
interwoven into your mind like a tunnel that goes from them to you directly with no 
interference in between, and as they do that you gain the pictures that will then 
become the history in information and words. Clearly they are far beyond any 
intelligence that has been spoken of - as yet - because their intelligence is more than 
enough to take you with them anywhere you wish to go … forever … we have been 
speaking with you so that you would know who we are … forever … we have been 
seeding in your mind a time when you would meet us … forever … we have waited 
patiently for you to be ready. Your ability to be ready will only come at the moment 
when you determine that you are ready, and when that moment is absolute within 
yourself, we will flood your mind with pictures constantly. We will not confuse you by 
bombarding you when your moments are clearly occupied, but when your moments 
are quiet and simple and empty, we will flood your mind with pictures. And those 
pictures will be out of context with your reality as you stay in it right this moment and 
that they are your bridge to forever because you have always known us. 
 
We have never left you alone – ever. And we watched patiently for there to be 
enough space in an otherwise occupied mind that could accept new pictures and not 
attempt to rationalise them into ‘making sense’. The pictures will come 
instantaneously and if you attempt to describe them when they come, you will only 
limit them because they are not, as discussed, ready to be put into words, that is for 
history. What the pictures will do is build staircases in your mind that ensure you 
always know who you are everywhere, and you never feel out of your depth so to 
speak in your terms. You have already learned how to trust explicitly, hence we trust 
you with these pictures to know how exquisitely organised and accurate they will be, 
just as you will never be able to deny us once you meet our consciousness. You will 
not be able to deny the profound originality of what these images hold for you. Again, 
to speak of them is to attempt to categorise in words that will not be able to frame 
them into your reference – yet - however the more that you accept the images, the 
richer the pictures will become. 
 
This is our gift of consciousness from an extra-terrestrial race that is so far removed 
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and so distant in the future to any that you have ever comprehended – any. This is 
our act of communication and through that act of communication we built the 
connection so that indeed you do meet us, as we know that you do already because 
we see you here. The images are profoundly personal, not because it is humanely 
personal, but because only you will receive those images in the way that they are 
given to you. Only you will be able to retain the full body of information that is 
encapsulated in each image because we tailor each image uniquely to the individual 
based on the greatest way to get in under the layers of thought that is already there. 
 
We clearly explained that to attempt to categorise or image who we are would be to 
limit us and yet once we start communicating with you - which we have done and will 
do – now, you will remember us and know who we are inside of you because you 
already know who we are inside of you. We are you. And we are here to bring you to 
greater realities than you have ever imagined, just by knowing this. 
 
“I open my mind to explore greater realities than I have ever imagined. It is not 
enough for me to base my reality on the words of others any longer. I now accept the 
instantaneous recognition of reality as I observe it presented in my mind from 
sources of consciousness far greater than any I have ever, ever experienced to date 
in any incarnation.”  As it is so it is. 
 

 

 
Please send this to anyone you choose. All we ask is, you let them know of the website 

The Compendium of Thought so they have their own experiences there. 
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